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Abstra t

We prove a 5/3- ompetitive strategy for exploring a simple re tilinear polygon in the L1
metri . This improves the previous fa tor two bound of Deng, Kameda and Papadimitriou.

1 Introdu tion
Sear hing in an environment is an important and well studied problem in roboti s. In many realisti
situations the robot does not possess omplete knowledge about its environment, for instan e, it
may not have a map of its surroundings [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄.
The sear h of the robot an be viewed as an on-line problem sin e the robot's de isions about
the sear h are based only on the part of its environment that it has seen so far. We use the
framework of ompetitive analysis to measure the performan e of an on-line sear h strategy S [15℄.
The ompetitive ratio of S is dened as the maximum of the ratio of the distan e traveled by a
robot using S to the optimal distan e of the sear h.
In fa t, these sear h problems ome in basi ally two avors. In some ases we want to sear h
for a target in the environment [5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. The target is usually modeled as a point in
the environment that has to be rea hed by the robot. Another problem type is that of exploring
an environment, i.e., without a priori knowledge of the environment let a robot onstru t a map
of it [7, 8, 11℄.
We are interested in obtaining improved upper bounds for the ompetitive ratio of exploring a
re tilinear polygon. The sear h is modeled by a path or losed tour followed by a point sized robot
inside the polygon, given a starting point for the sear h. The only information that the robot has
about its surrounding polygon is the part of the polygon that it has seen so far. Deng et al. [7℄
show a deterministi strategy having ompetitive ratio two for this problem if distan e is measured
a ording to the L1 -metri . Kleinberg [11℄ proves a lower bound of 5/4 for the ompetitive ratio
of any deterministi strategy. We will show a strategy obtaining a ompetitive ratio of 5/3 for
sear hing a re tilinear polygon in the L1 -metri .
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion we present some denitions and preliminary results. In Se tion 3 we give an overview of the strategy by Deng et al. [7℄. Se tion 4 ontains
an improved version giving a ompetitive ratio of 5/3.

2 Preliminaries
We will hen eforth always measure distan e a ording to the L1 metri , i.e., the distan e between
two points p and q is dened by
||p, q|| = |px − qx | + |py − qy |,

where px and qx are the x- oordinates of p and q and py and qy are the y - oordinates. We dene
the x-distan e between p and q to be ||p, q||x = |px −qx | and the y -distan e to be ||p, q||y = |py −qy |.
If C is a polygonal urve, then the length of C , denoted length(C), is dened as the sum of the
distan es between onse utive pairs of segment end points in C .
Let P be a simple re tilinear polygon. Two points in P are said to see ea h other, or be visible
to ea h other, if the line segment onne ting the points lies in P. For a point p in P we denote
by VP(p) the set of points of P that are visible by the robot if it stands on position p. VP(p) is
alled the visibility polygon of p. If C is a urve in P, the visibility polygon VP(C) of C is dened
S
by VP(C) = p∈C VP(p).
Let p be a point somewhere inside P. A wat hman route through p is dened to be a losed
urve C that passes through p with VP(C) = P. The shortest wat hman route through p is
denoted by SWR p . It an be shown that the shortest wat hman route in a simple polygon is a
losed polygonal urve [3, 4℄.
Sin e we are only interested in the L1 length of a polygonal urve we an assume that the
urve is re tilinear, that is, the segments of the urve are all axis parallel. Note that the shortest
re tilinear wat hman route through a point p is not ne essarily unique.
For a point p in P we dene four quadrants with respe t to p. Those are the regions obtained
by utting P along the two maximal axis parallel line segments that pass through p. The four
quadrants are denoted Q1(p), Q2(p), Q3(p), and Q4(p) in the order from the top right quadrant
to the bottom right quadrant; see Figure 1(a).
Consider a reex vertex of P. The two edges of P onne ting at the reex vertex an ea h be
extended inside P until the extensions rea h a boundary point. The segments thus onstru ted are
alled extensions and to ea h extension a dire tion is asso iated. The dire tion is the same as that
of the ollinear polygon edge as we follow the boundary of P in lo kwise order; see Figure 1(b).
We use the four ompass dire tions north , west , south , and east to denote the dire tion of an
extension. The reason for this somewhat obs ure denition is hopefully laried by the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.1 (Chin, Ntafos [3℄) A losed urve is a wat hman route for P if and only if the urve

has at least one point to the right of every extension of P.
Our obje tive is thus to present a ompetitive on line strategy that enables a robot to follow
a losed urve from the start point s in P and ba k to s with the urve being a wat hman route
for P.
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Figure 1: Illustrating denitions.

An extension e splits P into two sets Pl and Pr with Pl to the left of e and Pr to the right. We
say a point p is to the left of e if p belongs to Pl . To the right is dened analogously.
As a further denition we say that an extension e is a left extension with respe t to a point
p, if p lies to the left of e, and an extension e dominates another extension e′ , if all points of P
to the right of e are also to the right of e′ ; see Figure 1( ). By Lemma 2.1 we are only interested
in the extensions that are left extensions with respe t to the starting point s sin e the other ones
already have a point (the point s) to the right of them. So without loss of larity when we mention
extensions we will always mean extensions that are left extensions with respe t to s.
As a prelude to the presentation of our strategy we give a short overview of previous strategies.
In this way we an introdu e on epts in their original setting that we will use extensively in the
sequel.

3 An Overview of GO
Consider a re tilinear polygon P that is not a priori known to the robot. Let s be the robot's
initial position inside P.
The next on ept we introdu e is ru ial to the workings of previously presented strategies and
is going to be very important for our strategy as well. For the starting position s of the robot we
asso iate a point f 0 on the boundary of P that is visible from s and all f 0 the prin ipal proje tion
point of s. For instan e, we an hoose f 0 to be the rst point on the boundary that is hit by an
upward ray starting at s. Assume now that the robot moves along a urve C from s to some point
p. Let f be the end point that the robot has seen so far as we move lo kwise from f 0 along the
boundary of P; see Figure 2. The point f is alled the urrent frontier.
Let C be a polygonal urve starting at s. Formally a frontier f of C is a vertex of VP(C)
adja ent to an edge e of VP(C) that is not an edge of P. Extend e until it hits a point q on C
and let v be the vertex of P that is rst en ountered as we move along the line segment [q, f ] from
q to f . We denote the left extension with respe t to s asso iated to the vertex v by ext(f ); see
Figures 2(b) and ( ).
Deng et al. [7℄ introdu e an on-line strategy alled greedy-online, GO for short, to explore a
simple re tilinear polygon P in the L1 metri . If the starting point s lies on the boundary of P,
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Figure 2: Illustrating denitions.

their strategy, we all it BGO, goes as follows.

BGO
Using s itself as prin ipal proje tion point establish the rst frontier f

Strategy
1
2

p := s

3

while

3.1
3.2

P is not ompletely seen do
Go to the point on ext (f ) losest to p, let this point be the new point p
Using the urrent point f on the boundary as prin ipal proje tion point establish the
new frontier f

endwhile

Take the shortest path ba k to s
End BGO
4

Deng et al. show that a robot using strategy BGO to explore a re tilinear polygon follows a tour
with shortest length, i.e., BGO has ompetitive ratio one. They also present a similar strategy,
alled IGO, for the ase when the starting point s lies in the interior of P. For IGO they show
a ompetitive ratio of two, i.e., IGO spe ies a tour that is at most twi e as long as the shortest
wat hman route. IGO does the following.

IGO
From s shoot a ray upwards until a boundary point f 0 is hit, use f 0 as prin ipal proje tion
point and establish the rst frontier f

Strategy
1

2

p := s

3

while

3.1
3.2

P is not ompletely seen do
Go to the point on ext (f ) losest to p, let this point be the new point p
Using the urrent point f on the boundary as prin ipal proje tion point establish the
new frontier f

endwhile

Take the shortest path ba k to s
End IGO
4

For an example run of strategy IGO see Figure 3. The points f i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 19, are the frontiers
in the order that they are en ountered along the boundary. The dire ted lines are the extensions
asso iated to the frontiers.
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Figure 3: Example run of the greedy-online strategy.

As is easily seen, the two strategies dier only in the rst step where in one ase we establish
the rst frontier starting dire tly from s, whereas in the other ase we shoot a ray in order to nd
the prin ipal proje tion point and from there we establish the rst frontier.
It is lear that BGO ould just as well s an the boundary anti- lo kwise instead of lo kwise
when establishing the frontiers and still have the same ompetitive ratio. Hen e, BGO an be
seen as two strategies, one s anning lo kwise and the other anti- lo kwise. We an therefore
parameterize the two strategies so that BGO(p, orient ) is the strategy beginning at some point
p on the boundary and s anning with orientation orient where orient is either lo kwise cw or
anti- lo kwise aw .
Similarly for IGO, we an not only hoose to s an lo kwise or anti- lo kwise for the frontier but
also hoose to shoot the ray giving the rst prin ipal proje tion point in any of the four ompass
dire tions north, west, south, or east. Thus IGO in fa t be omes eight dierent strategies that we
an parameterize as IGO(p, dir , orient ) and the parameter dir an be one of north , south , west ,
or east .
We further dene partial versions of GO starting at boundary and interior points. Strategies
PBGO(p, orient , region) and PIGO(p, dir , orient , region) apply GO until either the robot has explored all of region or the robot leaves the region region . The strategies return as result the position
of the robot when it leaves region or when region has been explored. Note that PBGO(p, orient , P)
and PIGO(p, dir , orient , P) are the same strategies as BGO(p, orient ) and IGO(p, dir , orient ) respe tively ex ept that they do not move ba k to p when all of P has been seen.

4 The Strategy DGO
We present a new strategy double greedy online (DGO) that starts o by exploring the rst quadrant

of s, Q1(s), without using up too mu h distan e. We assume that s lies in the interior of P sin e
otherwise we an use BGO and a hieve an optimal route. The strategy uses two frontier points
simultaneously (hen e, the name) to improve the ompetitive ratio. The upper frontier fu is the
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same as the one used in GO, i.e., we shoot a ray straight up to get the upper prin ipal proje tion
point fu0 and s an in lo kwise dire tion for fu . The right frontier fr is established by shooting
a ray towards the right for the right prin ipal proje tion point fr0 and then s an the boundary in
anti- lo kwise dire tion for fr ; see Figure 4. To ea h frontier point we asso iate a left extension
ext(fu ) and ext(fr ) with respe t to s in the same way as before.
The strategy DGO, presented in pseudo ode on Page 7, makes use of ve dierent substrategies:
DGO-0, DGO-1, DGO-2, DGO-3, and DGO-4, that ea h take are of a spe i ase that an o ur.
Subsequently we will prove the orre tness and ompetitive ratio for ea h of the substrategies.
We distinguish four lasses of extensions. A is the lass of extensions e whose dening edge
is above e, B is the lass of extensions e whose dening edge is below e. Similarly, L is the lass
of extensions e whose dening edge is to the left of e, and R is the lass of extensions e whose
dening edge is to the right of e. For on iseness, we use C1 C2 as a shorthand for the artesian
produ t C1 × C2 of the two lasses C1 and C2 .
We will ensure that whenever the strategy performs one of the substrategies this is the last
time that the outermost while-loop is exe uted. Hen e, the loop is repeated only when the strategy
does not enter any of the spe ied substrategies. The loop will lead the strategy to follow an x-y monotone path inside Q1(s) sin e we will ensure that ext(fu ) and ext(fr ) always lie either above
or to the right of the point p, the urrent position of the robot, in these ases. The strategy
additionally maintains the invariant during the while-loop that the boundary parts of Q1(s) to
the left of the x- oordinate of p and below the y - oordinate of p have been seen.
We will present ea h of the hosen substrategies in sequen e and for ea h of them prove that
if DGO exe utes the substrategy then the ompetitive ratio of DGO is bounded by 5/3. Let FR s
be the losed route followed by strategy DGO starting at an interior point s. Let FR s (p, q, orient )
denote the subpath of FRs followed in dire tion orient from point p to point q , where orient an
either be cw ( lo kwise) or aw (anti- lo kwise). Similarly, we dene the subpath SWRs (p, q, orient )
of SWR s . We denote by SP(p, q) a shortest re tilinear path from p to q inside P.
We begin by establishing two simple but useful lemmas.
Lemma 4.1 If t is a point on some tour SWR s , then

length(SWR t ) ≤ length(SWR s ).
Proof: Sin e SWR s passes through t, the route is a wat hman route through t. But sin e SWR t

is the shortest wat hman route through t, the lemma follows.
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If f is a frontier point, then let reg(f ) denote the region to the right of ext(f ).
DGO
Establish the upper and right prin ipal proje tion points fu [s] and fr [s]
while Q1(s) is not ompletely seen do
Obtain the upper and right frontiers, fu and fr
Case 1: reg(fu ) ⊆ reg(fr )
Case 1.1: ext(fr ) ∈ A ∪ R
Go to the losest point on ext (fr )
Case 1.2: ext(fr ) ∈ B ∪ L
Apply substrategy DGO-1
Strategy

Case 2:

reg(fr ) ⊆ reg(fu )
ext(fu ) ∈ A ∪ R
Go to the losest point on ext (fu )
Case 2.2: ext(fu ) ∈ B ∪ L
Apply substrategy DGO-1
Case 2.1:

Case 3:

ext (fu ) interse ts ext(fr ) in one point
(ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ AR
Go to the interse tion point between ext (fu ) and ext(fr )
Case 3.2: (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ RB ∪ LA
Apply substrategy DGO-1
Case 3.3: (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ LB
Apply substrategy DGO-4

Case 3.1:

Case 4:

reg(fu ) and reg(fr ) are disjoint
(ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ AA ∪ AR ∪ RR ∪ RA
Apply substrategy DGO-2
Case 4.2: (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ LR ∪ LA ∪ AB ∪ RB
Apply substrategy DGO-3
Case 4.3: (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ LB
Apply substrategy DGO-4

Case 4.1:

end while
if

P is not ompletely visible
then Apply substrategy DGO-0

end if
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Lemma 4.2 If q and q ′ are points on some tour SWR s lying in Q1(s), then

length(SWR s ) ≥ 2 max(||s, q||x , ||s, q ′ ||x ) + 2 max(||s, q||y , ||s, q ′ ||y ).
Proof: Sin e SWR s passes through q and q ′ and we al ulate length a

ording to the L1 metri ,
the smallest possible tour that passes through the two points is the re tangle with at least two of
the points s, q , and q ′ on the perimeter. Sin e q and q ′ lie in Q1(s), the point s has to be the lower
left orner of the re tangle and the length of the perimeter of the re tangle is then as stated. 2
The stru ture of the following proofs are very similar to ea h other. In ea h ase we will
establish a point t that we an ensure is passed by SWRs and that either lies on the boundary of
P or an be viewed as to lie on the boundary of P. We then onsider the tour SWRt (spe ied
by strategy BGO) and ompare how mu h longer the tour FR s is. By Lemma 4.1 we know that
length(SWRt ) ≤ length(SWR s ), hen e the ratio
length(FR s )
length(SWR t )

is an upper bound on the ompetitive ratio of strategy DGO. One quirk of the proofs is that we
require that there exists a tour SWRt that ontains the starting point s in its interior or on the
boundary of SWR t . This requirement will be removed in Lemma 4.8.
4.1

Strategy DGO-0

We start by presenting DGO-0.

DGO-0
Let p be the urrent robot position

Strategy
1

||s, p||y ≤ ||s, p||x then
2.1
r := PIGO(p, east , cw , P)
else /∗ if ||s, p||y > ||s, p||x
2.2
r := PIGO(p, east , aw , P)
2

if

then

∗/

endif
3

From r go ba k to the starting point s and halt
DGO-0

End

Lemma 4.3 If the strategy applies substrategy DGO-0, then

length(FR s ) ≤

3
length(SWR s ).
2

Proof: Sin e the path FR s (s, p, orient ) that the strategy has followed when it rea hes point p is

x-y -monotone, the point p is the urrently topmost and rightmost point of the path. Hen e, we
an add a horizontal spike issuing from the boundary point immediately to the right of p, giving
a new polygon P′ having p on the boundary and furthermore with the same shortest wat hman
route through p as P; see Figure 5. This means that performing strategy IGO(p, east , orient ) in P
yields the same result as performing BGO(p, orient) in P,′ p being a boundary point in P,′ orient
being either cw or aw . The tour followed is therefore a shortest wat hman route through the point
p in both P′ and P.
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Figure 5: Illustrating the ases in the proof of Lemma 4.3.

Also the point p lies on a left extension with respe t to s, by the way p is dened, and it
is the losest point to s su h that all of Q1(s) has been seen by the path FR s (s, p, orient ) =
SP(s, p). Hen e, there is a route SWR s that passes through p and by Lemma 4.1 length(SWR p ) ≤
length(SWRs ).
Assume now for the rst ase that DGO-0 performs Step 2.1, i.e., that when FR s rea hes the
point p, then ||s, p||y ≤ ||s, p||x ; see Figure 5(a). The result for the se ond ase in whi h DGO-0
performs Step 2.2 follows by symmetry. The tour followed equals
FR s

=

SP(s, p) ∪ SWRp (p, r, cw ) ∪ SP (r, s).

(1)

Sin e by our assumption, that s does not lie outside SWRp , we an assume without loss of generality
that the point r is the last interse tion point of SWRp with the verti al boundary axis of Q1(s);
see Figure 5(a).
We prove this as follows. Let the point r be as dened in the strategy DGO-0 and let r′ be
the last interse tion point of SWRp with the verti al boundary axis of Q1(s). By the way the
strategy PIGO is dened the subpath SP(s, p) ∪ SWRp (p, r, cw ) sees all of P. Hen e, the subpath
SWRp (r, p, cw ) equals SP(r, p) with r either lying in Q2(s) or Q3(s). If r ∈ Q3(s) then s ∈ SWR p ,
and r′ = s. If r ∈ Q2(s) then we an hoose r′ so that ||r, s||y = ||r′ , s||y , and SP (r, s) = SP (r, r′ )∪
SP(r′ , s). In both ases length(SWR p (p, r, cw ) ∪ SP(r, s)) = length(SWR p (p, r′ , cw ) ∪ SP(r′ , s)).
This proves that we an use the point r′ instead of the point r in (1).
We have that
length(FR s ) = ||s, p|| + length(SWR p ) − ||r, p|| + ||r, s||
≤ length(SWR s ) + ||s, p|| + ||r, s|| − ||r, p||
= length(SWR s ) + ||s, p||x + ||s, p||y + ||r, s||x + ||r, s||y − ||r, p||x − ||r, p||y
= length(SWR s ) + ||s, p||y + ||r, s||y − ||r, p||y ≤ length(SWRs ) + 2||s, p||y
3
≤ length(SWR s ) + ||s, p|| ≤
length(SWR s ),
2

9

sin e length(SWR s ) ≥ 2||s, p|| by Lemma 4.2 and ||s, p||y ≤ ||s, p||x .
2
4.2

Strategy DGO-1

Next we present DGO-1.
Strategy
1
2

DGO-1

ext (fu ) ∈ L then Mirror P at the diagonal of Q1(s) endif
Go to v , the vertex immediately to the right of the urrent point

if

q := PBGO(v, aw , Q1(v))
||s, q||y ≤ ||s, q||x then
4.1
Go ba k to v
4.2
r := PBGO(v, cw , P)
else /∗ if ||s, q||y > ||s, q||x then ∗/
4.3
r := PIGO(q, north, aw , P)

3

4

if

endif

Go ba k to the starting point s and halt
End DGO-1
5

Lemma 4.4 If the strategy applies substrategy DGO-1, then

length(FR s ) ≤

3
length(SWR s ).
2

Proof: Sin e the point v rea hed by path FR s (s, v, orient ) = SP(s, v) is a boundary point, the

result of performing strategy BGO(v, orient ), with orient being either cw or aw , is a shortest
wat hman route through v ; see Figure 6.
Also the point v lies on a shortest path between the horizontal boundary of Q1(s) and the
extension ext(fu ). Hen e, there is a route SWR s that passes through v and by Lemma 4.1
length(SWRv ) ≤ length(SWR s ).
Assume now for the rst ase that DGO-1 performs Steps 4.1 and 4.2, i.e., that when FR s
rea hes the point q , then ||s, q||y ≤ ||s, q||x ; see Figure 6(a). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP (s, v) ∪ SWRv (v, q, aw ) ∪ SP (q, v) ∪ SWRv (v, r, cw ) ∪ SP(r, s)

and sin e by our assumption, that SWRv ontains s in its interior, we an assume without loss of
generality that the point r is the last interse tion point of SWR v with the verti al boundary axis
of Q1(s); see Figure 6(a). This an be proved in the same way as in Lemma 4.3. We have
length(FR s ) =

||s, q|| + length(SWRv ) − ||r, q|| + ||r, s||

≤

length(SWR s ) + ||s, q|| + ||r, s|| − ||r, q||

=

length(SWR s ) + ||s, q||x + ||s, q||y + ||r, s||x + ||r, s||y − ||r, q||x − ||r, q||y

=

length(SWR s ) + ||s, q||y + ||r, s||y − ||r, q||y
3
length(SWR s ),
length(SWR s ) + 2||s, q||y ≤
2

=
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Figure 6: Illustrating the ases in the proof of Lemma 4.4.

sin e length(SWR s ) ≥ 2||s, q|| by Lemma 4.2 and ||s, q||y ≤ ||s, q||x .
Assume for the se ond ase that DGO-1 performs Step 4.3, i.e., on e FR s rea hes the point q ,
then ||s, q||y > ||s, q||x ; see Figure 6(b). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP(s, v) ∪ SWRv (v, r, aw ) ∪ SP (r, s),

with r being the last interse tion point of SWR v with the horizontal boundary axis of Q1(s); see
Figure 6(b). In the same way as before we an now obtain
length(FR s ) ≤

length(SWR s ) + 2||s, q||x ≤

This on ludes the proof.
4.3

3
length(SWR s ).
2
2

Strategy DGO-2

We ontinue the analysis by rst showing the substrategy DGO-2 and then proving its ompetitive
ratio.
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2

DGO-2
Let e be the leftmost verti al edge in Q1(s) on the boundary part separating ext (fu ) and ext (fr ).
Similarly let e′ be the bottommost horizontal edge in Q1(s) on the boundary part separating
ext (fu ) and ext (fr )
Let v be the topmost vertex on e and let v ′ be the rightmost vertex on e′

3

if

Strategy
1

3.1

||s, v||y < ||s, v ′ ||x then
Mirror P at the diagonal of Q1(s)
/∗ v and v ′ are now swapped ∗/

endif
4

Go to v

q := PBGO(v, aw , Q1(v))
||s, v|| ≤ ||s, q||y then
r := PIGO(q, north, aw , P)
6.1
else /∗ if ||s, v|| > ||s, q||y then ∗/
6.2
Go ba k to v
6.3
r := PBGO(v, cw , P)
5
6

if

endif
7

Go ba k to s and halt
DGO-2

End

Lemma 4.5 If the strategy applies substrategy DGO-2, then

length(FR s ) ≤

5
length(SWR s ).
3

Proof: Before we begin the a tual proof we have to ensure that the points v and v ′ dened in

substrategy DGO-2 are su h that in all ases it holds that length(SWR v ) ≤ length(SWR s ) and
length(SWRv′ ) ≤ length(SWRs ). In ases AA and AR, the point v lies on some tour SWRs sin e
v lies on a shortest path from s to ext(fu ) and on a shortest path from ext(fr ) to ext(fu ). Hen e,
for these two ases it follows by Lemma 4.1 that length(SWR v ) ≤ length(SWR s ); see Figures 7(a)
and (b). Furthermore, sin e v ′ lies on some tour SWR v sin e v ′ lies on a shortest path from
ext(fr ) to ext(fu ), we have by the same token that length(SWRv′ ) ≤ length(SWR v ), thus proving
the se ond inequality.
The ase RR follows by a ompletely symmetri argument if we ex hange the points v and v ′
for ea h other; see Figure 7( ).
The nal ase RA is a little more involved sin e neither v nor v ′ an be ensured to lie on
a tour SWRs . To prove the inequalities onsider an interse tion point u between some tour
SWRs and ext(fr ). The point u must exist otherwise SWRs violates the visibility property of
a wat hman route. Now, by Lemma 4.1, we have that length(SWRu ) ≤ length(SWR s ). Sin e v
and v ′ lie on some shortest path from u to ext(fu ) we additionally have that there is some tour
SWRu passing through both these points. Applying Lemma 4.1 again gives us the two inequalities
length(SWRv ) ≤ length(SWR u ) and length(SWR v′ ) ≤ length(SWR u ), thus proving our laim also
in this ase; see Figure 7(d).
Assume for the rst ase that DGO-2 performs Step 6.1, i.e., that ||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x and that
when FR s rea hes the point q , then ||s, v|| ≤ ||s, q||y ; see Figure 8(a). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP(s, v) ∪ SWRv (v, r, aw ) ∪ SP (r, s).
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s
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p
s

()

ext (fr )
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Figure 7: Illustrating the stru tural ases handled by substrategy DGO-2.

Hen e, we have that the length of FR s is bounded by
length(FR s ) =
≤
≤
≤
=
≤

||s, v|| + length(SWRv (v, r, aw )) + ||r, s||
4
2
length(SWRv ) + 2||s, v|| ≤ length(SWR s ) + ||s, v|| + ||s, v||
3
3
4
2
2
length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, v||x + ||s, v||y
3
3
3
2
2
4
length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, v ′ ||x + ||s, v ′ ||x
3
3
3
4
4
length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, v ′ ||x
3
3
5
2
length(SWRs ),
length(SWRs ) + length(SWRs ) =
3
3

sin e length(SWR s ) ≥ 2||s, q||y + 2||s, v ′ ||x by Lemma 4.2.
For the se ond ase assume that DGO-2 performs Steps 6.2 and 6.3, i.e., that ||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x
and that when FR s rea hes the point q , then ||s, v|| > ||s, q||y ; see Figure 8(b). The tour followed
equals
FR s = SP(s, v) ∪ SWR v (v, q, aw ) ∪ SP(q, v) ∪ SWRv (v, r, cw ) ∪ SP (r, s).
Without loss of generality we an assume that r is the last interse tion point between SWRv and
the verti al boundary axis of Q1(s). The length of FR s is bounded by
length(FR s ) =

||s, q|| + length(SWR v (v, q, aw )) + length(SWR v (v, r, cw )) + ||r, s||

=

||s, q|| + length(SWR v ) − ||r, q|| + ||r, s||

≤

length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||x + ||s, q||y + ||r, s||x + ||r, s||y − ||r, q||x − ||r, q||y

=

length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||r, s||y
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≤ length(SWR s ) + 2||s, q||y

q
r

q

v

v
r

p
s

p

v′
s

SWRv
||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x
||s, v|| ≤ ||s, q||y

v′

SWRv
||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x
||s, v|| > ||s, q||y

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Illustrating the ases in the proof of Lemma 4.5.

=
=
≤
=
≤

2
4
2
4
length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, q||y < length(SWR s ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, v||
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, v||x + ||s, v||y
3
3
3
2
2
4
′
length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, v ||x + ||s, v ′ ||x
3
3
3
4
4
length(SWRs ) + ||s, q||y + ||s, v ′ ||x
3
3
5
2
length(SWR s ),
length(SWRs ) + length(SWRs ) =
3
3

sin e length(SWR s ) ≥ 2||s, q||y + 2||s, v ′ ||x by Lemma 4.2.
This on ludes the proof.
4.4

Strategy DGO-3

We pro eed with substrategy DGO-3.
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2

DGO-3

Strategy
1
2

(ext (fu ), ext (fr )) ∈ LR ∪ LA then Mirror P at the diagonal of Q1(s) endif
Let e be the leftmost verti al edge in Q1(s) on the boundary part separating ext (fu ) and ext (fr )
and let v be the topmost vertex on e. Let v ′ be the vertex immediately to the right of the urrent

if

point
3

if

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2

3.3.3

||s, v ′ ||x ≤ ||s, v||x then
Go to v ′
q := PBGO(v ′ , aw , Q1(v ′ ))
if ||s, q||y ≤ ||s, q||x then
Go ba k to v ′
r := PBGO(v ′ , cw , P)
else /∗ if ||s, q||y > ||s, q||x then ∗/
r := PIGO(q, north , aw , P)
endif

/∗ if ||s, v ′ ||x > ||s, v||x then ∗/
′
3.4
if ||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ||x then
3.4.1
Go to v
3.4.2
q := PBGO(v, aw , Q1(v))
3.4.3
if ||s, v|| ≤ ||s, q||y then
3.4.3.1
r := PIGO(q, north, aw , P)
else /∗ if ||s, v|| > ||s, q||y then ∗/
3.4.3.2
Go ba k to v
3.4.3.3
r := PBGO(v, cw , P)
else

endif
else

/∗

if

||s, v||y > ||s, v ′ ||x

3.5

Go to v

3.6

r := PBGO(v ′ , aw , P)

then

∗/

′

endif
endif
4

Go ba k to s and halt
DGO-3

End

Lemma 4.6 If the strategy applies substrategy DGO-3, then

length(FR s ) ≤

5
length(SWR s ).
3

Proof: Sin e the point v ′ rea hed by path FR s (s, v ′ , orient ) = SP(s, v ′ ) is a boundary point the

result of performing strategy BGO(v ′ , orient ), with orient being either cw or aw , is a shortest
wat hman route through v ′ ; see Figure 9.
Also, the point v ′ lies on a shortest path between the horizontal boundary of Q1(s) and the
extension ext(fr ). Hen e, there is a route SWRs that passes through v ′ and by Lemma 4.1
length(SWRv′ ) ≤ length(SWR s ). The point v lies on a shortest path from ext(fr ) to ext (fu )
and therefore we have that there is a route SWRs that passes through v and length(SWR v ) ≤
length(SWRs ).
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(e)
Figure 9: Illustrating the ases in the proof of Lemma 4.6.
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Assume for the rst ase that DGO-3 performs Steps 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, i.e., that ||s, v ′ ||x ≤ ||s, v||x
and ||s, q||y ≤ ||s, q||x ; see Figure 9(a). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP(s, v ′ ) ∪ SWRv′ (v ′ , q, aw ) ∪ SP(q, v ′ ) ∪ SWR v′ (v ′ , r, cw ) ∪ SP (r, s),

with r being the last interse tion point of SWRv′ with the verti al boundary axis of Q1(s). In the
ase that the strategy performs Step 3.3.3 i.e., that ||s, v ′ ||x ≤ ||s, v||x and ||s, q||y > ||s, q||x ; see
Figure 9(b). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP (s, v ′ ) ∪ SWRv′ (v ′ , r, aw ) ∪ SP(r, s),

with r being the last interse tion point of SWR v′ with the horizontal boundary axis of Q1(s). In
the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 we an obtain a ompetitive ratio of 3/2 in this ase.
Assume for the se ond ase that DGO-3 performs Step 3.4.3.1, i.e., that ||s, v ′ ||x > ||s, v||x ,
||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x and ||s, v|| ≤ ||s, q||y ; see Figure 9( ). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP(s, v) ∪ SWRv (v, r, aw ) ∪ SP (r, s),

with r being the last interse tion point of SWR v with the horizontal boundary axis of Q1(s).
In the ase that the strategy performs Steps 3.4.3.2 and 3.4.3.3, i.e., that ||s, v ′ ||x > ||s, v||x ,
||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x and ||s, v|| > ||s, q||y ; see Figure 9(d). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP (s, v) ∪ SWRv (v, q, aw ) ∪ SP (q, v) ∪ SWRv (v, r, cw ) ∪ SP(r, s)

with r being the last interse tion point of SWRv with the verti al boundary axis of Q1(s). In the
same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 we an obtain a ompetitive ratio of 5/3 in this ase.
Assume for the third ase that DGO-3 performs Steps 3.5 and 3.6, i.e., that ||s, v ′ ||x > ||s, v||x
and ||s, v||y > ||s, v ′ ||x ; see Figure 9(e). The tour followed equals
FR s = SP (s, v ′ ) ∪ SWRv′ (v ′ , r, aw ) ∪ SP(r, s),
length(FR s ) =
≤
<

||s, v ′ || + length(SWRv′ (v ′ , r, aw )) + ||r, s||
||s, v ′ || + length(SWRv′ ) − ||r, v ′ || + ||r, s|| ≤ length(SWRs ) + 2||s, v ′ ||x
3
length(SWR s ),
length(SWRs ) + ||s, v ′ ||x + ||s, v||y ≤
2

sin e length(SWR s ) ≥ 2||s, v ′ ||x + 2||s, v||y by Lemma 4.2. From our assumption, that SWRv′
ontains s in its interior, we an assume without loss of generality that the point r is the last
interse tion point of SWRv′ with the verti al boundary axis of Q1(s). This an be proved in the
same way as in Lemma 4.3.
This on ludes the proof.
2
4.5

Strategy DGO-4

We on lude with substrategy DGO-4.
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DGO-4
Let v be the vertex immediately above p and let v ′ be the vertex immediately to the right of p.

Strategy
1

||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x then
2.1
Go to v
2.2
r := PBGO(v, cw , P)
′
else /∗ if ||s, v||y > ||s, v ||x
′
2.3
Go to v
2.4
r := PBGO(v ′ , aw , P)

2

if

then

∗/

endif

Go ba k to s and halt
End DGO-4
3

Lemma 4.7 If the strategy applies substrategy DGO-4, then

length(FR s ) ≤

3
length(SWR s ).
2

Proof: Consider the point v . It lies on the shortest path between the horizontal boundary of

Q1(s) and the extension ext(fu ). Hen e, there is a route SWRs that passes through v and by
Lemma 4.1 length(SWRv ) ≤ length(SWRs ). By a ompletely symmetri argument it also follows
that there is a route SWRs that passes through v ′ , and hen e, length(SWR v′ ) ≤ length(SWR s ).
Assume rst that DGO-4 performs Steps 2.1 and 2.2, i.e., ||s, v||y ≤ ||s, v ′ ||x ; see Figure 10(a).
The tour followed equals
FR s = SP(s, v) ∪ SWR v (v, r, cw ) ∪ SP (r, s).

Without loss of generality we an assume that r is the last interse tion point between SWRv and
the verti al boundary axis of Q1(s). This an be proved in the same way as in Lemma 4.3. The
length of FR s is bounded by
length(FR s ) =

||s, v|| + length(SWR v (v, r, cw )) + ||r, s||

≤

||s, v|| + length(SWR v ) − ||r, v|| + ||r, s||

≤

length(SWRs ) − ||r, v|| + ||s, v|| + ||r, s||

≤

length(SWRs ) + 2||s, v||y

≤

length(SWRs ) + ||s, v||y + ||s, v ′ ||x
3
length(SWR s ),
2

≤

sin e length(SWR s ) ≤ 2||s, v||y + 2||s, v ′ ||x by Lemma 4.2.
If DGO-4 performs Steps 2.3 and 2.4, i.e., ||s, v||y > ||s, v ′ ||x ; see Figure 10(b); the tour followed
equals
FR s = SP(s, v ′ ) ∪ SWR v′ (v ′ , r, aw ) ∪ SP (r, s)
and similarly we an assume that r is the last interse tion point between SWRv′ and the horizontal
boundary axis of Q1(s) as proved in Lemma 4.3. In the same way as before we obtain that
length(FR s ) ≤ length(SWR s ) + 2||s, v ′ ||x
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3
length(SWRs ).
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Figure 10: Illustrating the ases in the proof of Lemma 4.7.

This on ludes the proof.

2

In ea h of the proofs of Lemmas 4.34.7 we established a key point, from now on denoted t, in
Q1(s) that is passed by some tour SWRs . If SWR t ontains the starting point s in the interior
or on the boundary then the results of Lemmas 4.34.7 hold as we have shown. Now onsider the
ase when s lies outside SWRt . We need to show that the results of the lemmas still hold in this
ase.
Lemma 4.8 Using the notation above, the results of Lemmas 4.34.7 still hold if s is not ontained

in SWRt .

Proof: Of all the possible tours SWR t onsider one that has a point s′ visible from s and as lose

to s as possible. We will show that
length(SWR s ) ≥ 2||s, s′ || + length(SWR s′ )

and that
length(FR s ) ≤ 2||s, s′ || + length(FR s′ ).

Thus, we have that
length(FR s ) ≤ 2||s, s′ || + length(FR s′ ) ≤ 2||s, s′ || + c · length(SWR s′ )
≤ 2c||s, s′ || + c · length(SWR s′ ) ≤ c · length(SWR s )

for any c ≥ 1 su h that length(FR s′ ) ≤ c · length(SWR s′ ). Hen e, we an apply c = 3/2 or c = 5/3
on ea h of the ases DGO-0 to DGO-4 appropriately sin e the point s′ is by denition ontained
on the boundary of SWR t .
To prove the two inequalities, we rst assume that SWR t is ontained in Q1(s) and possibly
also Q4(s). The only other possibility is that SWRt is ontained in Q1(s) and Q2(s) whi h is
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Figure 11: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.8.

symmetri al by a mirroring operation of the polygon P at the diagonal of Q1(s) and therefore an
be handled in the same way.
Next, note that the point s′ lies on an x-y -monotone path from s to t. This is be ause s′ annot
lie above the y - oordinate of t and it annot lie to the right of the x- oordinate of t. If s′ did, then
it would be possible to move it loser to s ontradi ting our initial assumption. (Indeed if SWRt
lies in both Q1(s) and Q4(s), then s′ lies on the horizontal boundary of Q1(s).)
Consider a tour SWRs . Sin e SWRt has no points in Q2(s′ ) or Q3(s′ ) it follows that these
quadrants annot ontain any verti al left extensions with respe t to s′ . Hen e, it is possible to
move any verti al edge of SWRs (partially) visible from s and to the left of s′ towards the right
so that the new tour onstru ted is a wat hman route, passes through s′ , has the same length
as SWRs , and has no verti al edge in Q2(s′ ) or Q3(s′ ); see Figures 11(a) and (b). The tour
onstru ted in this way onsists of a wat hman route passing through s′ and an x-y -monotone
path onne ting s and s′ . Ex hanging the wat hman route passing through s′ for a tour SWRs′
possibly shortens the total length of the tour and this proves the rst inequality.
To prove the se ond inequality we note that FR s onsists of an x-y -monotone path from s to t
followed by a part of SWRt and a path ba k to s. Hen e we an (for this proof only) assume that
the initial path from s to t passes through s′ . Furthermore we note that whi hever substrategy is
applied for FR s the same substrategy will be applied for FR s′ . However within a substrategy not
ne essarily the same steps will be performed for FR s and FR s′ . We dene this dieren e formally
as follows.
Consider the tour FR p for any point p. If DGO on p applies a substrategy that does one of the
following:
1. its rst appli ation of PIGO or PBGO is with anti- lo kwise orientation and the (possible)
subsequent appli ation of PIGO or PBGO is also with anti- lo kwise orientation,
2. its rst appli ation of PIGO or PBGO is with lo kwise orientation and the subsequent
appli ation of PIGO or PBGO is with anti- lo kwise orientation,
we all the tour

forward oriented otherwise the tour is ba kward oriented.
20

That is, independently of whi h substrategy that is applied we ontinue the path from the
urrent point to t, apply one of PIGO or PBGO until we rea h a point q where a de ision is made
depending on whether ||s, q||y ≤ ||s, q||x or ||s, q||y > ||s, q||x . This de ision is pre isely the one
that determines whether the tour will be forward oriented or ba kward oriented.
If both FR s and FR s′ are forward oriented or ba kward oriented, then the se ond inequality
follows dire tly. Hen e, we have a problem if either FRs is forward oriented whereas FR s′ is
ba kward oriented or the reverse ase o urs. We do a ase analysis to prove the se ond inequality.
Assume rst that FR s is ba kward oriented and FR s′ is forward oriented. Let o denote the
orientation that the rst appli ation of PIGO or PBGO in DGO on s performs in a substrategy.
Let ō be the other orientation, i.e., if o = aw , then ō = cw and onversely.
We have that
length(FR s ) =

||s, s′ || + length(FR s (s′ , q, o)) + ||q, t|| + ||t, r|| +
+ length(FR s (r, s′ , ō)) + ||s′ , s||

=

length(FR s′ (s′ , q, o)) + ||q, s′ || + length(FR s′ (s′ , r, o)) + ||r, s′ || +
+ 2||s, s′ || + ||t, r|| + ||q, t|| − ||q, s′ || − ||r, s′ ||

=

length(FR s′ ) + 2||s, s′ || + ||t, r|| + ||q, t|| − ||q, s′ || − ||r, s′ ||

≤

length(FR s′ ) + 2||s, s′ ||,

sin e length(FR s (r, s′ , ō)) = length(FR s′ (s′ , r, o)), length(FR s (s′ , q, o)) = length(FR s′ (s′ , q, o)),
and
||t, r|| + ||q, t|| − ||q, s′ || − ||r, s′ || =
||t, r||x + ||t, r||y + ||q, t||x + ||q, t||y − ||q, s′ ||x − ||q, s′ ||y − ||r, s′ ||x − ||r, s′ ||y

=

′

′

′

′

=

′

′

′

′

≤

′

′

′

≤

||t, r||y + ||q, t||y − ||q, s ||x − ||q, s ||y − ||r, s ||x − ||r, s ||y
||r, q||y − ||q, s ||x − ||q, s ||y − ||r, s ||x − ||r, s ||y
−||q, s ||x − ||r, s ||x − ||r, s ||y

0,

if o = aw ; see Figure 12(a). The penultimate inequality follows sin e ||s′ , q||y ≥ ||r, q||y . If o = cw ,
then a similar al ulation an easily be made.
Assume now that FR s is forward oriented and FR s′ is ba kward oriented. If SWR t interse ts
both Q1(s) and Q4(s) (this means that s′ lies on the horizontal boundary of Q1(s)), we argue as
follows. Sin e ||s, q||y = ||s′ , q||y in this ase, this means that if ||s, q||x < ||s, q||y , then ||s′ , q||x <
||s′ , q||y , and hen e, it is not possible for FR s to be forward oriented and FR s′ to be ba kward
oriented. Therefore SWR t must be ompletely ontained in Q1(s).
We an furthermore assume that s′ is sele ted so that SWR t lies ompletely in Q1(s′ ). We
have, if the substrategy used is not DGO-4, that
length(FR s )

= ||s, s′ || + length(FR s (s′ , q, o)) + ||q, t|| + ||t, r′ || +
+ length(FR s (r′ , r, o)) + ||r, s′ || + ||s′ , s||
= length(FR s′ (s′ , q, o)) + ||q, t|| + ||t, r|| + length(FR s′ (r, r′ , ō)) + ||r′ , s′ || +
+ 2||s′ , s|| + ||r, s′ || + ||t, r′ || − ||r′ , s′ || − ||t, r||
= length(FR s′ ) + 2||s, s′ || + ||r, s′ || + ||t, r′ || − ||r′ , s′ || − ||t, r||
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Figure 12: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.8.

≤ length(FR s′ ) + 2||s, s′ ||,

sin e length(FR s′ (r, r′ , ō)) = length(FR s (r′ , r, o)), length(FR s (s′ , q, o)) = length(FR s′ (s′ , q, o)),
and ||r, s′ || + ||t, r′ || − ||r′ , s′ || − ||t, r|| ≤ 0 by a similar al ulation as above; see Figure 12(b)
for an example of this ase when o = aw . The key insight is that on e the point q is rea hed,
then all of Q1(s) that also lies in Q1(t), Q2(t), and Q3(t) has already been seen. Hen e it only
remains to explore the part in Q4(t).
Finally, if the substrategy used is DGO-4, then we have two dierent key points, the point t
rea hed by FR s and the point t′ rea hed by FR s′ , giving
length(FR s ) =
=

||s, s′ || + ||s′ , t|| + length(FR s (t, t′ , aw )) + ||t′ , s′ || + ||s′ , s||
||s′ , t′ || + length(FR s′ (t′ , t, cw )) + ||t, s′ || + 2||s′ , s|| +
+ ||s′ , t|| + ||t′ , s′ || − ||s′ , t′ || − ||t, s′ ||

=

length(FR s′ ) + 2||s′ , s|| + ||s′ , t|| + ||t′ , s′ || − ||s′ , t′ || − ||t, s′ ||

=

length(FR s′ ) + 2||s, s′ ||,

sin e length(FR s (t, t′ , aw )) = length(FR s′ (t′ , t, cw )) and ||s′ , t|| + ||t′ , s′ || − ||s′ , t′ || − ||t, s′ || = 0; see
Figure 12( ).
This on ludes the proof.
2
Next, we prove the orre tness of our strategy.
Lemma 4.9 If the strategy DGO diverts from an x-y -monotone path then one of the substrategies
DGO-0 to DGO-4 is performed.
Proof: The obje tive of this proof is to ensure that all ases are taken are of. We enumerate all
the possible ases and show that unless one of the substrategies DGO-0 to DGO-4 is entered then
strategy will ontinue along an x-y -monotone path inside P.
We begin by assuming that the urrent point of the robot is a point p in Q1(s). Furthermore,
we assume that the path from s to p is x-y -monotone and that all of Q1(s) to the left and below
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p has been seen so far. All these assumptions are true for the starting point, i.e., when p = s.
Let ext(fu ) and ext(fr ) be the upper and right frontier established from the point p having their
issuing edges inside Q1(s). This gives rise to three possible ases.
The rst ase is that neither ext(fu ) nor ext (fr ) exist. This means that the path from s to p
sees all of Q1(s) and substrategy DGO-0 guarantees a ompetitive ratio of 3/2 in this ase; see
Lemma 4.3.
The se ond ase is that the extensions ext(fu ) and ext(fr ) exist but ext(fu ) = ext(fr ), i.e.,
in essen e we only have one extension. If the extension is in B or L, then substrategy DGO-1
guarantees a ompetitive ratio of 3/2 in this ase; see Lemma 4.4. On the other hand, if the
extension is in A or R, then the robot moves to the losest point on the extension. This an be
done with an x-y -monotone path moving upwards and to the right from the urrent point thus
showing that the path from s to the new urrent point is x-y -monotone. Furthermore, everything
in Q1(s) to the left and below the new urrent point has been seen.
The third ase is that the extensions ext(fu ) and ext(fr ) exist and are dierent. This ase
has a number of sub ases. If ext(fu ) is in B , then ext(fr ) must also lie in B , and hen e, one
extension dominates the other. Sin e ext(fu ) lies in B is symmetri with respe t to a mirroring
operation of P along the diagonal of Q1(s) to ext(fr ) lies in L, we have by the same argument
that one extension dominates the other in this ase. So, if we assume that the two extensions do
not dominate ea h other and that they do not interse t, we have that the pair of extensions an
be in one of the following nine ases:
(ext(fu ), ext (fr )) ∈ AA ∪ AB ∪ AR ∪ LA ∪ LB ∪ LR ∪ RA ∪ RB ∪ RR.

If (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ AA ∪ AR ∪ RR ∪ RA, then substrategy DGO-2 guarantees a ompetitive
ratio of 5/3 in this ase; see Lemma 4.5.
If (ext(fu ), ext (fr )) ∈ LA ∪ LR ∪ RB ∪ AR, then substrategy DGO-3 guarantees a ompetitive
ratio of 5/3 in this ase; see Lemma 4.6.
If (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ LB , then substrategy DGO-4 guarantees a ompetitive ratio of 3/2 in
this ase; see Lemma 4.7.
Next, we assume that the two extensions interse t, hen e they are orthogonal. The pair of
extensions an be in one of the following ve ases:
(ext (fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ AR ∪ LA ∪ LB ∪ RA ∪ RB.

The ase (ext (fu ), ext (fr )) ∈ RA annot o ur with the two extensions interse ting leaving us with
the four remaining ases.
If (ext(fu ), ext (fr )) ∈ LA ∪ RB , then substrategy DGO-1 guarantees a ompetitive ratio of 3/2
in this ase; see Lemma 4.6.
If (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ LB , then substrategy DGO-4 guarantees a ompetitive ratio of 3/2 in
this ase; see Lemma 4.7.
If (ext(fu ), ext(fr )) ∈ AR, then by our indu tive assumption we an move the urrent point
with an x-y -monotone path to the interse tion point of the extensions. Everything to the left and
below the interse tion point is seen by an x-y -monotone path from s to the interse tion point.
Finally, if one extension dominates the other, then we simply let the robot move to the losest
point on the losest extension. This an be a hieved by an x-y -monotone path from the urrent
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point. Also, we maintain the property that everything to the left and below the interse tion point
has been seen so far.
This on ludes the ase analysis and the proof.
2
Lemmas 4.34.9 lead us to establish the total ompetitive ratio of DGO. We have the theorem.
Theorem 1

length(FR s ) ≤

5
length(SWR s ).
3

Proof: It only remains to prove the

orre tness of our strategy, i.e., that on e the strategy
terminates the omplete polygon has been explored. But this follows from Lemma 2.1 sin e the
strategy ensures that FRs has at least one point to the right of every extension.
2

5 Con lusions
We have proved a 5/3- ompetitive deterministi strategy alled DGO for exploring a re tilinear
polygon in the L1 metri . We anti ipate that with a similar method the ompetitive ratio should
be possible to be improved to 3/2 although the details are yet to be ironed out. This new strategy
makes extensive use of the strategy DGO and its substrategies DGO-0 to DGO-4.
Closing the gap to the known lower bound of 5/4 is still an open problem. We hope that our
method will give new insight so that the gap an be narrowed further or even losed altogether.
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